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Jitter, Noise, and Signal Integrity at High-SpeedPrentice Hall, 2007

	State-of-the-art JNB and SI Problem-Solving: Theory, Analysis, Methods, and Applications


	 


	Jitter, noise, and bit error (JNB) and signal integrity (SI) have become today‘s greatest challenges in high-speed digital design. Now, there’s a...
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Beet-Sugar HandbookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	The first all-in-one reference for the beet-sugar industry

	

	Beet-Sugar Handbook is a practical and concise reference for technologists, chemists, farmers, and research personnel involved with the beet-sugar industry. It covers:

	* Basics of beet-sugar technology

	* Sugarbeet farming

	* Sugarbeet...
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The Design and Analysis of Efficient Learning Algorithms (ACM Doctoral Dissertation Award)MIT Press, 1992

	Approaches to building machines that can learn from experience abound - from connectionist learning algorithms and genetic algorithms to statistical mechanics and a learning system based on Piaget's theories of early childhood development. This monograph describes results derived from the mathematically oriented framework of computational...
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Physics of Graphene (NanoScience and Technology)Springer, 2013

	This book provides a state of the art report of the knowledge accumulated in graphene research. The fascination with graphene has been growing very rapidly in recent years and the physics of graphene is now becoming one of the most interesting as well as the most fast-moving topics in condensed-matter physics. The Nobel prize in physics...
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Getting Started with Backbone MarionettePackt Publishing, 2014

	Build largescale JavaScript applications with Backbone Marionette quickly and efficiently


	About This Book

	
		Create scalable and highly interactive web applications using one of the best frameworks for Backbone.js
	
		Learn about controllers, views, modules, events, commands, and regions

...
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Cengage Advantage Books: BiologyBrooks Cole, 2010

	Solomon/Berg/Martin, BIOLOGY is often described as the best majors text for LEARNING biology. Working like a built-in study guide, the superbly integrated, inquiry-based learning system guides you through every chapter. Key concepts appear clearly at the beginning of each chapter and learning objectives start each section. You can quickly...
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Procedural Content Generation for C++ Game DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2016

	Get to know techniques and approaches to procedurally generate game content in C++ using Simple and Fast Multimedia Library


	About This Book

	
		This book contains a bespoke Simple and Fast Multimedia Library (SFML) game engine with complete online documentation
	
		Through this book, you'll...
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Learning Penetration Testing with PythonPackt Publishing, 2015

	Utilize Python scripting to execute effective and efficient penetration tests


	About This Book

	
		Understand how and where Python scripts meet the need for penetration testing
	
		Familiarise yourself with the process of highlighting a specific methodology to exploit an environment to fetch...
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Learn Bitcoin and Blockchain: Understanding blockchain and Bitcoin architecture to build decentralized applicationsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Get up and running with the fundamentals of Bitcoin and blockchain

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn quick, effective, and easy ways to master blockchain and Bitcoin
	
			Understand the impact of decentralization and discover ways to tackle it
	
			Explore the future of Bitcoin...
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Getting Started with Containerization: Reduce the operational burden on your system by automating and managing your containersPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Choose the smarter way to learn about containerizing your applications and running them in production.

	
		Key Features

		
			Deploy and manage highly scalable, containerized applications with Kubernetes
	
			Build high-availability Kubernetes clusters
	
			Secure your...
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Microservices for the Enterprise: Designing, Developing, and DeployingApress, 2018

	Understand the key challenges and solutions around building microservices in the enterprise application environment. This book provides a comprehensive understanding of microservices architectural principles and how to use microservices in real-world scenarios.

	

	Architectural challenges using microservices with service...
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The Java Web Services TutorialPearson Education, 2002
The Java(TM) Web Services  Tutorial is a comprehensive, example-driven, "roll up your sleeves and  dive in" guide to building Web services applications with Java(TM) technology.  This edition provides a head start on using the Java Web Services Developer Pack  (WSDP) from Sun...
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